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Abstract—Using contextual information for scene labeling has
gained substantial attention in the fields of image processing
and computer vision. In this paper, a fusing model using
dynamic segmentation graph (DSG) is presented to explore multi-
scale context for scene labeling problem. Given a family of
segmentations, the representation of DSG is established based on
the spatial relationship of these segmentations. In the scenario
of DSG, the labeling inference process is formulated as a
linear fusing model, trained from the discriminative classifiers.
Compared to previous approaches, which usually employ Condi-
tional Random Fields (CRFs) or hierarchical models to explore
contextual information, our method produces a more powerful
representation that captures wide variety of visual context for
the task of image labeling. Our approach yields state-of-the-art
results on the MSRC dataset (21 classes) and the LHI dataset
(15 classes) and near-record results on the SIFT Flow dataset
(33 classes), while producing a 320 × 240 scene labeling in less
than a second.

Index Terms—Scene labeling, multi-scale context, dynamic
segmentation graph, feature extraction, classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTI-CLASS segmentation plays an important role in
the field of computer vision, leading to the challenging

problem of scene labeling that is an important function for
image processing and understanding. From the perspective of
human vision system, scene labeling aims to automatically
partition an image into semantic regions. On the other hand,
from the perspective of computer vision, the goal is to assign
each pixel a semantic label which indicates its potential
category, achieving synchronous recognition and delineated
segmentation for every object in nature image. Scene labeling
is related to many applications, such as object detection [1],
[2], scene understanding [3], image alignment [4] and image
matching [5]. Therefore, this problem has been extensively
studied in image processing, computer vision and machine
learning literature [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12].

Recently, using contextual information has gained increas-
ing attention for the scene labeling problem [9], [13], [14],
[15]. According to the usage of contextual information, most
of existing models are mainly divided into two categories:
short-ranged [9], [15], [16], [17] and long-ranged interactions
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[18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. Although these successful ap-
proaches have achieved promising results, there are still two
issues of primary importance to be considered in the contextual
modeling for scene labeling:

• How to produce a good and powerful representation to
capture the visual context information?

• How to integrate the contextual information into a well-
designed model to ensure the self-consistency of labeling
results?

This paper presents a scene labeling system based on multi-
scale contextual formulation to approach both questions. The
main idea consists of two-folds: (a) A common observation is
that identifying a larger image region provides strong evidence
for classifying the contained smaller ones. For example, if a
region is recognized as “grass”, it indicates that the covered
smaller ones are more likely to be also labeled as “grass”.
Thus, the containing spatial relationships among regions are
considered to investigate this kind of context. (b) However,
only using one scale context is difficult to assign semantic
category for each pixel. The category of a pixel may rely on
relatively short-range intersections, but may also depend on
long-range information. For instance, recognizing a gray pixel
belonging to a “road” or a “concrete building” requires wide
scale contextual clues that show enough of the surroundings
to make an informed decision. To address these problems,
we propose using the representation of dynamic segmentation
graph (DSG), which is able to efficiently investigate cover-
ing spatial relationships among the ensemble segmentations.
Thereafter, the contextual cues are embedded into a linear
fusing model according to the established DSG. The proposed
method is able to take into account multi-scale context infor-
mation more efficiently and flexibly, while keeping the number
of free parameters to be minimum.

The traditional approaches [2], [6], [19], [23], [24] for scene
labeling usually first produce segmentation hypotheses using
over-segmentation algorithms [25], [26]. Candidate segments
are then organized in a hierarchical structure to explore visual
context [14], [20], [27], [28]. Finally, a conditional random
field (CRF), markov random field (MRF) [2] or discrimina-
tive random field (DRF) [29] is trained to produce segment
categories and to ensure that the labeling results are globally
consistent. A striking characteristic of our approach is that the
usage of DSG to assign pixel labels reduces the sophisticated
inference process of graphical models, while still ensures the
consistency of the labeling output.

Specifically, the proposed scene parsing architecture is de-
picted in Figure 1, which relies on following two components.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of our scene labeling approach. The raw input image is
partitioned into a series of super-pixels to construct a family of segmentation,
which is organized in an incrementally coarse to fine manner. Our dynamic
segmentation graph is established based on the spatial interactions between
these super-pixels. In parallel, the recognizable maps, as histogram distribution
of predicted classes, are created for high level segmentations. In each
recognizable map, white represents low confidence, while black indicates high
confidence. Thereafter, a series of label maps are produced based on the low-
level features and high-level cues. Two types of maps are integrated to produce
the final labeling result. (best viewed in color)

A. Multi-level, Dynamic Graph-structure Representation

A family of segmentation in coarse to fine manner is
constructed over an input image to investigate contextual
cues at multiple levels. In each level, an over-segmentation
is performed to partition input image into disjoint regions.
This segmentation family might be any set of segmentations,
for instance, a collection of super-pixels either produced via
different segmentation algorithms [14], [20], [26], [30], [31],
[32] or using the same algorithm with different parameter
settings. Given a family of segmentation, a DSG is estab-
lished based on the containing spatial relationship among the
segmented super-pixels. The vertex set of DSG consists of
two components: leaf vertices and parent vertices. Each leaf
vertex is defined in the finest segmentation level, and inherits
from some parent vertices, where associated regions cover the
smaller one of leaf vertex. Meanwhile, one parent vertex may
also connects with several leaf vertices in the finest level.
Since the parent vertices may be from inconsecutive high level
segmentations, our segmentation graph has dynamic structure
so that we can explore contextual information more sufficiently
and flexibly. To our best knowledge, DSG has been rarely used
in the scenario of scene labeling, and provides a robust and
powerful representation, allowing us to detect and recognize
all the objects and regions in the given scene.

B. Classification Using Linear Fusing Model

In the scenario of DSG, a linear fusing model is established
using Bayesian rule to capture multi-scale contextual informa-
tion. It treats scene labeling as a hidden variable integration
problem, where the hidden variables are the parent vertices
and their label hypotheses. Since the corresponding region
of each parent vertex is encoded by an aggregated low-level
appearance feature vectors (e.g., color and texture), a classifier
is then applied to the aggregated features. As a result, a series
of recognizable maps are created as the histogram distribution
of all object categories presented in the parent vertices. These
high-level label hypotheses predictions, once again aggregated
with the appearance cues, are fed into another classifier for
identifying the leaf vertices. Finally, the output of two types
of classifiers are linearly integrated to assign a final single
class per leaf vertex. Our linear fusing model is very simple
and effective, leading to parse a 320× 240 image in less than
a second using a conventional personal computer. The bulk of
the computation lies in the training procedure of classifiers.
Once trained, our linear fusing model is parameter free, and
needs no revision of thresholds or other knobs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After
a brief discussion of related work in Section II, we describe
the method on establishing DSG in Section III. Section IV
elaborates on the details of linear fusing model based on DSG.
Experimental results are given in Section V. Finally, we give
the concluding remarks in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The scene labeling problem has been addressed with a
wide variety of methods in last decade. Most methods mainly
employ Markov random fields (MRFs), Conditional random
fields (CRFs), or hierarchical models to exploit contextual
clues for generating the consistent labeling output [2], [23],
[24], [27], [33], [34]. We review the related work from two
aspects of contextual modeling for scene labeling problem:
short-ranged and long-ranged interactions.

A. Short-ranged Intersections

Many of the labeling approaches [2], [9], [15], [16], [35]
construct successful systems that capture short-ranged contex-
tual information based on the image statistics of surrounding
patches or regions. As one of the earliest methods, Belonge
et al. [16] proposed a “looking around” operation to encode
local contextual information. Tu and Bai [9] formulated visual
context using surrounding patches within rigid position. In
[15], the authors computed contextual clues by considering
the joint appearance of bottom-up image features. Kumar and
Hebert introduced a Discriminative Random Field (DRF) [29]
which is defined on a graph within a two-dimensional lattice
structure. DRF learns pairwise compatibilities including image
information between labels of different nodes. The short-
ranged interactions can be also encoded in terms of generative
manner, such as MRFs [2], [17]. In MRFs, neighboring label
variables are connected to each other so that their values
are not independent. By combining local pairwise interactions
between variables, MRFs impose a global constraint on the
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label predictions, leading to more consistent labeling results
of an image.

B. Long-ranged Intersections

Besides using short-ranged intersections, vast majority of
image labeling methods attempt to explore global-based con-
text using CRFs. He et al. [36], for example, attempted to infer
an environment-specific prior to guide segmentation; Hoiem et
al. [3] presented a system combining the interaction between
different objects in a loop as mutual support; Belongie et
al. [37] and Gould et al. [38] employed the co-occurrence
preference and relative location as contextual features in their
probabilistic construction. An alternative approach of using
CRFs to capture long-ranged context is to integrate object
detection into probabilistic graphical models [1], [6], [11],
[39], [40], [41], which combine pixel-based, object-based and
scene-based clues for scene labeling problem. Unlike these
methods, we employ the covering relationship to capture visual
context, and investigate this kind of context in different scales
using DSG, without requiring some complex postprocessing
to yield cleanly delineated predictions, such as sampling
technique [2], [28] or graph cut algorithms [27], [42].

Another better approach for capturing long-ranged context
is to build hierarchical models [21], [27], [34], [42], [43].
Some authors employ the families of segmentations to generate
the representation of segmentation tree, which is organized
within a rigid hierarchical structure via aggregating elemen-
tary segments [20], [28]. Other strategies using families of
segmentations appeared in [14] and [30]. Compared with these
approaches, we establish a robust and powerful representation,
DSG, which is more flexible, efficient, and dynamic, allowing
a wide variety of long-ranged contextual cues within different
scales to contribute to the confidence in each semantic label.
Additionally, the proposed method is fully automatic, without
any human interactions as well as [21] does.

An early version of this work was first published in [31].
This journal version extends previous one in three aspects: the
previous version needs well-designed segmentation hypothe-
sis, still resulting in hierarchical representation, while we pro-
posed DSG, without the hierarchical constraint; besides using
texture cues to encode image regions, we also address the cues
of color, size, shape and the class distributions to predict region
labels; we have implemented more complete experiments, and
reported more comparisons and higher results.

III. IMAGE REPRESENTATION USING DYNAMIC
SEGMENTATION GRAPH (DSG)

Traditional approaches to investigate global contextual in-
formation are to consider a segmentation tree [44], [45], where
the segmented regions are hierarchically organized. An alter-
native technique is to compute a set of segmentations using
different merging thresholds [30]. In this section, we propose
a method to analyze a family of segmentation, which is used
to establish the representation of DSG, without restricted to
the hierarchical structure.

As shown in Figure 2(a), an input image I is first partitioned
into a series of super-pixels using mean shift segmentation
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Fig. 2. Image representation using DSG. A family of segmentation is
illustrated in (a), and (b) shows the sketch map of DSG. In (a), different
super-pixels are separated by white boundaries. (best viewed in color)

technique [25] with different parameter tunings. Thus a family
of segmentation with L levels is produced from a coarse to fine
manner. Let G = 〈V, E〉 denotes our DSG, in which image I
and containing spatial interactions are encoded based on these
super-pixels. In Figure 2, we can see that the vertex v ∈ V
corresponds to a super-pixel. The vertex set V = {VL,VP } is
composed of two components: the set of leaf vertex VL defined
on finest segmentation level, and the set of parent vertex VP
defined on higher segmentation level. Each leaf vertex vl ∈ VL
is associated with two attributes: the index of ith vertex in VL
(denoted by vil ), and the corresponding super-pixel ri. On the
other hand, each parent vertex vp ∈ VP is also associated with
two attributes: the index of jth segmentation level it belongs
to (denoted by vjp), and the corresponding super-pixel rj .

The edge set E consists of a set of edges ε = {(vl, vp)|vl ∈
VL, vp ∈ VP }, connecting a leaf vertex vl and a parent vertex
vp, where the associated super-pixel ri is covered by the larger
super-pixel rj . Note that there is only one super-pixel rj
containing ri in jth segmentation level. For leaf vertex vil ,
we collect all the connected parent vertices, and denote them
as Ni = {vjp,∀j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , J}, 1 ≤ J ≤ L}. Note that the
parent vertex in Ni may be from inconsecutive segmentations.
As shown in Figure 2(b), one parent vertex may connect
several leaf vertices and vice versa, leading to the dynamic
structure of our DSG.

Ideally, we would evaluate the levels of family segmentation
as many as possible so that we can make full use of multi-
scale contextual information. However, it requires numerous
computational effort in our method, and thus only small
level of segmentations can be considered. From Figure 2(a),
although those super-pixels tend to be highly irregular in size
and shape, the advantage of using [25] is that it can often
group large homogeneous regions with similar appearance
while dividing heterogeneous regions into many smaller ones.
This often produces fewer super-pixels in each level of seg-
mentation. Alternative over-segmentation approaches include
hierarchical segmentation [44], graphic-based segmentation
[26], normalized cuts [46], and the simple watershed algorithm
[47]. These methods require much more processing time to
produce super-pixels or the generated super-pixels are always
with imprecise boundaries.
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IV. LINEAR FUSING MODEL

In this section, we first elaborate on the details of the linear
fusing model in scenario of DSG, then describe the associated
feature and learning algorithm for training this model.

A. Problem Formulation
Given the observation image I and associated DSG G with

|VL| leaf vertices, our formulation contains a set of discrete
random variables Y = {Y1, Y2, · · · , Y|VL|}. The ith element
Yi corresponds to leaf vertex vil , and may take a discrete value
from the set of labels: Yi = c ∈ {1, 2, · · · , C}. Any possible
assignment of labels to the random variables Y will be called
a labeling which takes values from P = C|VL|. Our objective
is to compute Y∗ that maximizes a posteriori probability,

Y∗ = argmax
Y∈P

p(Y|I,G) (1)

Due to the non-overlapping of ri in the lattice defined on
image I, the image model p(Y|I,G) is assumed to be condi-
tionally independent on Y, then this posteriori probability is
further factorized onto each leaf vertex. We thus have,

p(Y|I,G) =
|VL|∏
i=1

p(Yi|vil) (2)

In order to get the label posterior for leaf vertex vil , we
marginalize over all possible parent vertices defined in Ni that
are connected with vil :

p(Yi|vil) =
∑
vjp∈Ni

p(Yi, v
j
p|vil)

∝
∑
vjp∈Ni

p(vjp|vil)p(Yi|vil , vjp)
(3)

where p(Yi|vil , vjp) is the probability to assign a label Yi to leaf
vertex vil given observed parent vertex vjp. p(vjp|vil) denotes
the probability to form the larger super-pixel rj given the
smaller super-pixel ri. In [30], the authors estimate p(vjp|vil)
using region homogeneity to merge super-pixels, assuming
super-pixels with same region homogeneity should also belong
to the same category. Conversely, we assume there is no
prior knowledge to guide segmentation, and rj might be
generated by those small super-pixels that are inhomogeneous.
For example, as the standing “cow” in the right side of Figure
2, it is quite reasonable to group larger super-pixels containing
the “gray leg” and “black neck”. As a result, the term p(vjp|vil)
is considered as a constant in our formulation. Therefore,
Equation (3) can be simplified as:

p(Yi|vil) ∝
∑
vjp∈Ni

p(Yi|vil , vjp) (4)

In order to incorporate label hypotheses predictions as high-
level semantic contextual clues from parent vertex vjp ∈ Ni,
we further marginalize Equation (4) over the potential labels
Yj of vjp

p(Yi|vil) ∝
∑
vjp∈Ni

∑
Yj

p(Yi, Yj |vil , vjp)

∝
∑
vjp∈Ni

∑
Yj

p(Yj |vil , vjp)p(Yi|Yj , vil , vjp)
(5)

Since super-pixel rj always contains super-pixel ri, the first
term can be treated as independent of vil . Equation (5) thus
reduces to

p(Yi|vil) ∝
∑
vjp∈Ni

∑
Yj

p(Yj |vjp)p(Yi|Yj , vil , vjp) (6)

As can be seen, p(Yj |vjp) denotes the normalized probability
that assigns semantic label Yj for parent vertex vjp based on
image features abstracted from corresponding super-pixel rj .
This term indicates that classifying larger regions may be
helpful to identify smaller ones. From p(Yi|Yj , vil , vjp), it is
clear that besides local clues of vil , identifying leaf vertex
vil requires to consider image statistics and high-level label
predictions from parent vertex vjp. Note the sum is over the
parent vertices vjp ∈ Ni, rather than all the parent vertices in
DSG, which results in fast computational speed to estimate
labeling results of input test image.

The optimal labeling output Y∗ can be achieved by assign-
ing a label with the highest recognizable probability to each
leaf vertex. Immediately below, we will entail the associated
features and the forms of p(Yj |vjp) and p(Yi|Yj , vil , vjp) using
simple regression boosted classifiers [48].

B. Features

To determine the most probable label for each vertex in
DSG, we are required to use all available cues, including
low-level image statistics, such as color, size, shape, location,
texture, and high-level semantics as the estimated histogram
of all object categories. Some of these statistics, however, are
only helpful when object category has less visual variance.
For example, it is hard to identify “car” that are with different
colors. Therefore, our approach computes all cues that might
be useful for classification, and allows our classifier (described
in Section IV-C) to automatically decide which one should be
used and how to use them.

1) Low-level Features: Our low-level features build on
those of Barnard et al. [49] and Zhang et al. [50], consisting of
mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, color histograms
and bag of features (BoF) over the super-pixel of:
• RGB color-space components (4 × 3) and RGB color

histogram distributions (10× 3)
• CIELab color-space components (4×3) and CIELab color

histogram distributions (10 bins for L-channel)
• HSV color-space components (4×3 with additional 5 bin

and 3 bin histograms for hue and saturation, respectively)
• Size cues as the ratio of region area to entire scene (1)
• Location cues as the offsets in x and y direction, and

distance from image center (3)
• Shape cues as the ratio of the region area to perimeter

squared, the moment of inertia about the center of mass,
and the ratio of area to bounding rectangle area (3)

• Texture cues drawn from 17 filter responses, including
Gaussian, oriented Gaussian, Laplacian-of-Gaussian, and
pattern features such as corners and bars (4× 17)

• Texture cues drawn from BoF as histogram distribution
of learned visual dictionary words (700)
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2) High-level Features: Unlike the low-level clues, high-
level features provide semantic information for recognizing
objects and image regions [18], [51]. According to Equation
(6), identifying the label of leaf vertex vil requires to consider
the label variable Yj of parent vertex vjp. It is a C-dimensional
vector as the distribution of classes present in super-pixel rj .
Given the ground truth segmentation in the training process
of p(Yi|Yj , vil , vjp), the features can be directly computed. At
test stage, however, no ground truth segmentation is available,
therefore, we need a function that can predict the cost of class
distribution for rj . In practise, we directly apply the trained
classifiers p(Yj |vjp) over super-pixel rj and collect the outputs
of classifiers to form this high-level semantic feature.

Let Xi denote the feature vector to describe the super-pixel
ri, we append the additional description vector, considering
the weighted average over its neighbors,∑

rik∈N (ri)
|rik| ·Xik∑

rik∈N (ri)
|rik|

(7)

where N (ri) is the set of super-pixels which are adjacent with
ri in the image I, and |rik| is the number of pixels in super-
pixel rik. The same operation is also applied to Xj associated
with super-pixel rj in jth segmentation level. Denote X be the
final feature vector to represent a vertex in DSG, then it is a
(1718+C)×2-dimensional vector for a leaf vertex, and a 1718-
dimensional vector for a parent vertex. These features can be
quickly computed from super-pixels, and provide sufficient
statistics.

C. Classifiers and Learning Algorithm

In this paper, both p(Yj |vjp) and p(Yi|Yj , vil , vjp) can be
trained using logistic regression version of Adaboost [48]. For
notation simplicity, we use p(Y |X) to represent p(Yj |vjp) and
p(Yi|Yj , vil , vjp), respectively, then the form of p(Y |X) is

p(Y = c|X) ∝ exp{Hc(X)} (8)

where Hc(X) =
∑K
k=1 h

c
k(X) is an additive model for the

cth category by accumulating the classification confidences of
K weak learners hck(X). Each weak learner hck(X) adopts a
two-terminal node decision tree (“stump”) based on input X ,
and has the following form:

hck(X) = f ck,left1[xm
k ≤τk] + f ck,right1[xm

k >τk]
(9)

where xmk denotes the mth variable of X selected into the
kth weak learner, τk is the split-point. f ck,left and f ck,right are
the weighted log-ratio for the left and right terminal nodes,
respectively.

Decision trees make good weak learners, since they provide
automatic feature selection and limited modeling of the joint
statistics of data. Each decision tree provides a partitioning of
the data and outputs a confidence-weighted decision which
is the class-conditional log-likelihood ratio for the current
weighted distribution. The logistic regression version of Ad-
aboost differs from the original confidence weighted version
by only a slight change in the weight update rule, but it
results in confidence outputs that tend to be well-calibrated

Algorithm 1: Training boosted decision trees

Input: X1, · · · , Xm: training data; w1 = {ω1
1 , · · · , ω1

m}:
initial weights, where ω1

i = 1
m , i = {1, · · · ,m};

y1, · · · , ym ∈ {1,−1}: labels; s = 2: number of
nodes per decision trees; K: number of iterations

Output: h1, · · · , hK : decision trees; f11 , · · · , fsK :
weighted log-ratio for each node of each tree

1 for k = 1 to K do
2 Learn k-node decision tree hk(X) based on weighted

distribution wk.
3 Assign to each node of hk(X):

fk,s =
1
2 log

∑
i:yi=1,Xi∈fk,s

ωk
i∑

i:yi=−1,Xi∈fk,s
ωk

i

, s = {left, right}

4 Update weights: ωk+1
i = 1

1+exp(yi
∑k

k′=1
fk′,s

k′
)

with

sk′ : Xi ∈ Tk′,sk′ .
5 Normalize weights so that

∑
i ω

k+1
i = 1.
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Fig. 3. Example images of (a) MSRC 21-class (b) LHI 15-class, and (c)
SIFT flow 33-class dataset. The first row displays the original images, and
the second row is the corresponding ground truth. For clarity, textual labels
have also been superimposed on the ground truth. (best viewed in color)

probabilities (after applying the simple sigmoid conversion to
the log-ratio output).

In our implementation, all the classifiers are trained in a one
vs. all fashion. Here, we take positive examples as the super-
pixels which are assigned to that class in the ground truth
labeling, and negative examples as all super-pixels which are
assigned to a different class in the ground truth. For instance,
to distinguish “tree” class, we train the classifiers that estimate
the probability of a super-pixel being the remaining semantic
labels. The trained classifiers are applied for each category c
to the vector of descriptors X , and normalize over all classes
by exp{Hc(X)}∑

c exp{Hc(X)} to ensure that the estimated probabilities
sum to one. The classifier training algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm 1.

V. EXPERIMENTS

The purpose of our experiments is to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our method, and better understand the behavior of
our labeling system. Our analysis includes comparison with
recent state-of-the-art methods in the literature, the impact of
different cues on recognition accuracy, and the influence on
segmentation level.

A. Experimental Setting

1) Dataset: We evaluate our system on three challenging
datasets: MSRC 21-class dataset [35], LHI 15-class dataset
[52] on which related state-of-the-art methods report labeling
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF OUR METHOD OVER MSRC 21-CLASS [35] AND LHI 15-CLASS [52] IN TERMS OF RECOGNITION ACCURACY AND IMPLEMENTAL

EFFICIENCY. TRAINING TIMES ARE FOR THE WHOLE TRAINING SET, TEST TIMES ARE PER IMAGE.

MSRC 21-class dataset [35] LHI 15-class dataset [52]

Methods Average Pixel Acc. Global Pixel Acc. Training (h) Testing (s) Average Pixel Acc. Global Pixel Acc. Training (h) Testing (s)

Ours 79.4% 86.8% 6.8 0.68 80.1% 83.2% 2.4 0.63

FCRF [53] 78.3% 85.5% 3.4 1.2 - - - -
DHM [2] 76.4% 81.7% 0.6 8.4 78.2% 81.3% 0.3 6.8

HCRF [27] 75.2% 86.3% 5.4 16.8 66.5% 72.3% 2.7 16.6
AC [9] 68.2% 77.7% 7.7 7.4 66.5% 76.5% 3.9 7.6
RL [38] 64.3% 76.5% 5.5 5.7 64.4% 71.6% 2.1 5.1
TB [35] 57.7% 72.2% 6.3 5.4 62.7% 69.3% 3.8 5.2

HDL [14] 74.6% 80.4% 5.8 0.7 69.3% 77.9% 2.5 0.67
SRT [43] 74.1% 81.2% 20 30 - - - -
PM [42] 72.4% 81.9% 8.4 94 66.1% 78.2% 4.5 87
RA [20] 67.3% 75.4% 6.8 2.86 63.6% 71.8% 3.7 2.88

SHL [34] 66.2% 72.9% 9.1 12 61.8% 70.7% 4.4 15
MS [30] 59.5% 72.5% 6.2 2.6 - - - -

accuracy and implemental efficiency, and a more challenging
dataset with a larger number of images and classes: SIFT flow
33-class dataset [4]. All images are rescaled to 320 × 210
resolution in three datasets, and some examples and associated
ground truth are illustrated in Figure 3.

The MSRC 21-class dataset [35] is a very popular bench-
mark for scene labeling, which consists of 591 images in-
cluding 21 classes: “building”, “grass”, “tree”, “sky”, “wa-
ter”, “book”, “road”, “body”, “boat”, “flower”, “sign”, “cow”,
“sheep”, “aeroplane”, “face”, “car”, “bike”, “bird”, “cat”,
“dog” and “chair”. The pixels labeled as “void” class are
not considered during the training and testing for direct
comparison.

The LHI 15-class dataset [52] consists of 370 images
gathered from Google image search, and includes 15 object
categories: “building”, “grass”, “tree”, “sky”, “road”, “water”,
“mountain”, “airplane”, “cow”, “horse”, “sheep”, “car”, “ele-
phant”, “rhinoceros” and “motorbike”. Compared with MSRC
21-class dataset, images in LHI 15-class dataset are well hand-
annotated to achieve accurate segmentation.

The SIFT flow 33-class dataset [4] is composed of 2688
images, that have been thoroughly labeled by LabelMe
users. The authors used synonym correction to obtain 33
semantic categories, including: “sky”, “building”, “moun-
tain”, “tree”, “road”, “sea”, “field”, “grass”, “river”, “plan-
t”, “car”, “sand”, “rock”, “sidewalk”, “window”, “desert”,
“door”, “bridge”, “person”, “fence”, “balcony”, “crosswalk”,
“staircase”, “awning”, “sign”, “streetlight”, “boat”, “pole”,
“sun”, “bus”, “bird”, “moon” and “cow”. It is also a fully
annotated dataset, most of which are outdoor scenes including
street, beach, mountains and fields. Similar as MSRC 21-class
dataset, the pixels labeled as “unlabeled” class are not consid-
ered during the training and testing for direct comparison.

2) Baselines: To show the advantages of our approach, we
selected 12 state-of-the-art models as baselines. Experimental
results of some baseline models are produced using default
parameter settings given by the authors, while others are
directly borrowed in the literature for comparison. All the
baselines are divided into two categories: (1) Modeling scene

labeling using CRFs or MRFs, including TextonBoost (TB
[35]), relative location prior (RL [38]), auto context (AC [9]),
hierarchical CRF (HCRF, [27]), dynamic hybrid MRF (DHM
[2]), and full-connected CRF (FCRF [53]); (2) Modeling scene
labeling using hierarchical trees, including hierarchical deep
learning (HDL, [14]), region ancestry (RA, [20]), multiple
segmentation (MS, [30]), pylon model (PM, [42]), stacked
hierarchical labeling (SHL, [34]), and segmentation and recog-
nition templates (SRT, [43]).

3) Evaluation Metrics: All the labeling models are eval-
uated based on the following two widely-used criteria [27].
The global-based pixel accuracy pays the most attention to
frequently occurring objects and penalizes infrequent objects.
It refers to overall accuracy among all categories:∑

m∈C Nmm∑
m,n∈C Nmn

(10)

where Nmm is the number of pixels correctly labeled, and
Nmn refers to the number of pixels of category m labeled as
class n. On the contrary, the average-based pixel accuracy
evaluates the recognizable accuracy per category, which is
defined as:

1

C
∑
m∈C

Nmm∑
n∈C Nmn

(11)

4) Implemental Details: We use the same split setting [35]
for MSRA and LHI datasets that randomly splits all images
into three sets: 45% for training, 10% for validation and 45%
for testing. While for SIFT flow dataset, we use the evaluation
procedure introduced in [14]: 2488 images used for training
and 200 images used for testing. A computer with 8 GB
memory and 2.6 GHz CPU was used for training and testing.

To build our DSG, we are required to compute the spatial
relationship of super-pixel ri and rj . Let O =

|ri∩rj |
|ri| be the

overlap ratio between ri and rj . IfO is larger than a predefined
threshold η (set as 0.95 in our experience), the associated
parent vertex becomes one element of Ni. On the other hand,
to train the classifiers p(Yj |vjp), we need to assign ground truth
to the automatically created super-pixels. If nearly all (at least
90% by area) of the pixels within a super-pixel have the same
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Fig. 5. Confusion matrices of our method evaluated on (a) MSRC 21-
class dataset and (b) LHI 15-class dataset. The average pixel-wise accuracy
achieves 79.4% and 80.1%, respectively.

ground truth label, the super-pixel is assigned that same label.
Otherwise, the super-pixel is labeled as “mixed”, which is not
used in training process of p(Yj |vjp).

B. Results and Analysis

1) Quantitative Results: Table I shows the overall results
on MSRA and LHI datasets, and compared with related works.
It demonstrates our approach outperforms other state-of-the-
art methods both in recognition precision and implementation
efficiency, whether using CRFs or hierarchical tree-structure
models to capture long-ranged contextual information. This is
probably because that our DSG representation, combined with
linear fusing model, essentially makes the use of random field
model much less useful: The contextual relationships within
different scales seem to be efficiently captured by it. Method
of [27] also achieves good global-based pixel accuracy on
MSRA dataset, and method of [2] implements faster in training
process on these two datasets. They are, however, at the price
of several seconds to parse one testing image.

Figure 5 illustrates the confusion matrices obtained by
applying our approach on MSRC 21-class and LHI 15-class
datasets, in which accuracy values are computed as the image
pixels assigned to the correct class labels. The results are about

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF OUR METHOD OVER SIFT FLOW [4] IN TERMS OF

RECOGNITION ACCURACY AND IMPLEMENTAL EFFICIENCY. TRAINING
TIMES ARE FOR THE WHOLE TRAINING SET, TEST TIMES ARE PER IMAGE.

SIFT flow 33-class dataset [4]

Methods Average Pixel Acc. Global Pixel Acc. Training (h) Testing (s)

Ours 52.3% 71.9% 2.9 0.64

HCRF [27] 51.1% 72.8% 3.2 16.5
AC [9] 50.7% 72.6% 4.6 7.3

DHM [2] 50.4% 71.2% 0.4 8.9
RL [38] 49.5% 70.5% 2.5 5.1

HDL [14] 50.8% 72.3% 3.0 0.72
PM [42] 50.3% 70.4% 5.4 91
RA [20] 48.6% 68.7% 4.4 0.83

SHL [34] 47.8% 67.1% 5.2 15

17 and 12 times better than randomly choosing semantic labels
for each pixel on two datasets. We can see that some categories
exhibit large errors, e.g., “water” mislabeled as “sky”, “book”
incorrectly recognized as “building”, especially the categories
of “boat”, “cat”, and “dog” on MSRA dataset, which probably
due to their extremely inter-class color/texture similarities, or
relative small training samples.

We then demonstrate that our method scales nicely when
augmenting the number of images and classes on SIFT flow
datasets [4] in Table II. Results in Table I and Table II
demonstrate the impressive computational advantage of our
method over competing models. Establishing dynamic graph-
structure representation by computing the spatial relationship
of super-pixels allows us to parse an image with resolution
320 × 240 in less than 1 second, which might be benefit for
labeling video sequence or massive image datasets.

2) Qualitative Results: Example results of simultaneous
recognition and segmentation over three datasets are shown in
Figure 4. Each example shows both the original image and the
color coded output labeling. It is evident that our method can
handle large appearance variations of object classes. Except
the boundary regions that exhibit relative higher confusion,
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Fig. 6. Examples of object segmentation results for MSRC (left panel) and LHI (right panel) datasets using different segmentation levels. The first
collum gives the original image and corresponding ground truth. The rest images show the object recognizable maps by gradually increasing the level L of
DSG. (best viewed in color)
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Fig. 7. Effects on performance of number of leaf vertices (left panel),
and the level of segmentation family (right panel).

nearly all super-pixels are correctly classified. On the last
column, we show three examples in which the labeling results
are not good enough (e.g., “water” and “mountain” incorrectly
labeled as “tree”, the missed foreground “person”), however,
the foreground objects (e.g., “bird” and “rhino”) still achieve
good segmentation and recognition on MSRC 21-class and
LHI 15-class datasets.

C. Other Aspects

1) Analysis of Segmentations: In our experiment, two fac-
tors directly affecting the performance are the numbers of
leaf vertices |VL| and levels of segmentations L. We evaluate
the accuracy of our system on MSRC and LHI datasets by
changing the values of these two parameters, using all the
available cues (texture, color, shape, size, location and label
hypotheses predictions). The selection of these two parameters
illustrates the trade-off between computational efficiency and
recognizable precision.

We first evaluate the effect of the number of leaf vertex
on average accuracy given the DSG. In practice, we repeat
our experiments to produce different numbers of leaf vertices,
and then produce the DSG based on the establishing criteria
described in Section III. The left panel of Figure 7 exhibits the
plot of average accuracy for increased number of leaf vertices
over the testing set. The accuracy of our method peaks at
approximately 200 and 250 leaf vertices for MSRC and LHI
datasets, respectively, and any refinement to these parameters
will result in slightly decrease of performance.

We also measure the effect of changing the number of seg-
mentation levels L. Our implementation uses different levels
(from 1 to 15) of segmentations. In the right panel of Figure 7,
we display the global accuracy along with the increasing
number of segmentation levels. In these experiments, we use
the same classifiers trained under our reported results based
on DSG but generate new sets of segmentations for testing.

TABLE III
CONTRIBUTIONS OF DIFFERENT CUES TO THE PERFORMANCE.

MSRC [35] LHI [52] SIFT flow [4]

Cues Average Global Average Global Average Global

Txt+Clr+Prd 78.5% 85.2% 79.6% 85.8% 51.1% 73.3%
Txt+Clr 74.7% 80.5% 74.9% 81.7% 49.3% 69.1%

Txt 73.6% 78.4% 72.3% 78.2% 48.9% 67.8%

As can be seen, more levels of segmentations result in higher
accuracy, which shows that using multi-scale context plays a
more critical role in object classification. It is observed that
the highest performance is achieved when L = 10. Figure 6
displays two examples of all first 10 labeling results for MSRC
and LHI datasets.

2) Analysis of Cues: We also wish to evaluate the effective-
ness of our three main types of cues: color, texture and label
hypotheses predictions as described in Section IV-B. To do
this, we train classifiers using different features, and compute
the average-based and global-based pixel accuracies of all cat-
egories over our testing images. More specifically, we use tex-
ture features to train classifiers p(Yj |vjp) and p(Yi|Yj , vil , vjp) as
baseline. Then the color and label hypotheses prediction cues
are sequentially introduced. In these experiments, we employ
DSG representation, using the same segmentation family as
were used to report accuracy. The contributions of different
cues are listed in Table III.

From Table III, the simple texture feature proves to be
surprisingly effective on three datasets, it achieves 73.6%,
72.3%, and 48.9% average-based, and 78.4%, 78.2%, and
67.8% global-based recognizable accuracy, respectively. We
also conclude that the color cues slightly improve the results
(only increasing 1.2% and 2.3% for average and global accura-
cy on three datasets). Similar to color cue, the results reported
from Table I, Table II and Table III demonstrate the remaining
size, shape and location cues only achieve 1.0% and 0.5%
improvement for average and global accuracy. Compared with
these low-level cues, the label hypotheses prediction cue by
itself seems remarkably effective at discriminating among the
classes. Perhaps this high-level feature provides the useful and
discriminative information to capture scene-level relationships
from different level of DSG. Figure 8 shows two example of
visual labeling results on MSRC and LHI datasets, comparing
the individual contribution of induced cues and the overall
results, respectively. It seems to be that the color feature
is highly effective for some specific classes, such as “sky”,
“grass” and “tree”, while not effective for the categories with
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Fig. 8. Results when performing classification based on sequentially inducing the cues on MSRC (left panel) and LHI (right panel) datasets. In
each case, the same segmentation family and DSG are used, and those super-pixels are described with the given type of cues. (best viewed in color)

great color variance, such as “boat” and “motorbike”.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper extends our preliminary research [31] and de-
scribes a linear fusing model using DSG to explore the multi-
scale context information for scene labeling problem. The
proposed model is trained from fully labeled images in a
supervised manner to learn appropriate low-level features and
high-level hypotheses to predict pixel labels. Firstly, a DSG is
built based on spatial relationships of segmented super-pixels
to represent an entire scene. Then, a linear fusing model,
also called integral model, is established to integrate multi-
scale visual context for producing consistent recognition and
segmentation results. Compared with all previously published
results, our method has two main advantages and characteris-
tics for the task of scene labeling problem, as listed below:

• Using the DSG representation is flexible, efficient, and
dynamic to capture multi-scale visual context, and yield-
s excellent results when compared with methods that
employ CRFs or hierarchical tree-structure models. The
labeling accuracy is similar to or better than competing
models, even when the segmentation hypothesis gener-
ation and the postprocessing module are absent or very
simple.

• When a wide scale context is taken into account to
predict pixel label, the role of the postprocessing is
greatly reduced. This seems to suggest that multi-scale
visual context can be taken into account using our linear
fusing model based on DSG, perhaps as well as a
traditional inference mechanism that propagates vertex
label constraints over an entire graphical model, but with
a considerably lower computational cost.

Despite obtaining impressive results, we believe that even
better results can be achieved by automatically learning the
dynamic structure representation. We are aware of a related
work [14] in this direction. Additionally, we would like to
use other forms of texture features such as clustered SIFT
descriptors [54] and incorporate middle-level object shape
information [1], [55] as supplementary cues to improve the
performance, while retaining high efficiency.
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